
Wilhelmina House named top London care home 
for third time
Wilhelmina House residential care home has been shortlisted as a top 20 care home in London 
for the third time by leading review site carehome.co.uk.
 

                The review site lists all care homes in UK and  
 ranks them by location according to reviews 

submitted by residents and their relatives. 
Wilhelmina House has received so many 
glowing reviews that it has scored 9.9 
out of ten with areas of review including 
facilities, cleanliness, staff, activities, 
food and drink and security to name  
a few. 
 
One recent 5-star review from a friend of a 
resident said:
“During the pandemic Wilhelmina House has 
been managed with great care and efficiency 

to protect residents, with exemplary results. The 
staff team have looked after residents with much 

kindness and consideration, making them feel that 
Wilhelmina House is indeed their home and family 

community. The conditions have not been easy, but 
staff’s caring motivation and devotion to their duty has 

made life as comfortable and agreeable as possible for 
residents, and they are to be congratulated.” 

Other reviews praised the home’s beautiful garden, friendly and 
welcoming staff and excellent standard of care and wellbeing. 

This is the third time that Wilhelmina House, home to 25 residents, 
has made the list of top 20 care home in London having achieved the 

accolade in 2018 and 2020. 
Deborah Pearson, Home Manager, Wilhelmina House, said: “The fantastic 

reviews that Wilhelmina House has received to make us one of London’s top 20 
care homes is all down to my dedicated team of staff. They all work tirelessly for 

one aim - and that is to put the care and welfare of our residents first. I would like to 
congratulate them all.”
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Mayor of Croydon recognises 
incredible work by Carers 
Information Service during 
pandemic

Carers Information 
Service was thrilled to 
receive a certificate of 
recognition from the 
Mayor of Croydon at an 
awards event held at 
the Braithwaite Hall on 
Tuesday 2nd November 
to honour the incredible 
work they have carried 
out to date during the 
covid pandemic. They 
were recognised for 
their phone advice, 
bereavement support 
and home delivery of 
PPE to carers who were 

shielding, with the Mayor of Croydon thanking them 
for their hard work, compassion, commitment and 
dedication. 

Helen Thompson, Manager, Carers Information Service, 
writes:

“When the lockdown was announced we moved our 
entire service for carers to our respective homes. I 
took the franking machine home and did the entire 
mailout of the newsletter to over 7,000 carers with 
the help of my children in our kitchen! As time went 
on, the number of carers that had been bereaved 
because of covid increased and the loneliness and 
isolation people were experiencing meant that our 
calls, carer’s assessments, and emails were more and 
more heart-breaking. We had to move all the activities 
we normally provide for carers in the Centre online 
and discover what on earth Zoom was! Then when 
the vaccine arrived and carers were given priority, we 
were inundated with requests for proof of caring... 
from carers all over the country. We’ve given over 100 
emergency grants to carers, received over 30,000 
enquiries from and sent out hundreds of membership 
cards, emergency plans, information packs.

Some of us have also lost family members to covid and 
I think all of us have had some really difficult times, but 
throughout the whole of the last 18 months, we haven’t 
closed the Carers Information Service for a single day. 
So, I think the team is pretty amazing and it is lovely 
that they are recognised as such!”

Do you need help caring for a 
friend or loved one? 
Carers Information Service offers free information, 
advice and support to carers who either live in, or 
care for someone who lives in the London Borough 
of Croydon. 

Operating remotely and from the Carers Support 
Centre (24 George Street, Croydon, CR0 1PB) Carers 
Information Service provides information, advice, 
support, and wellbeing services to thousands of 
people across Croydon and beyond who are caring 
for a friend, family member, partner or neighbour. 
They provide help and advice on claiming financial 
support to free massages and yoga sessions to help 
carers unwind.

Carers are welcome to drop 
in and talk to our friendly 

Advice Workers every Monday 
to Friday, 10am-1pm or call a 

telephone helpline on
020 8649 9339, option 1

or email
enquiries@carersinfo.org.uk. 



Dolores Pickersgill - An update from our Director of Care
I’d like to start by thanking all our 
residents, their families, and my 
staff for working together over 
these last 18 months and more as 
we have all faced the challenges of 
this pandemic.

As you will read in this newsletter, 
during the summer we were 
slowly able to re-open some of our 
facilities and activities including 
re-introducing our lunch club for 
our sheltered residents at Whitgift 
House. I have been delighted to 
see the return of summer garden 
parties as well as joint events 
across Whitgift Care with residents 
attending Foundation Schools’ 
concerts. 

We are still having to proceed 
cautiously considering the new 
variant and associated guidelines 
while doing our best to embrace 
the Christmas spirit. We are 
decorating our homes and planning 
several events including carol 
concerts, a Christmas lunch and a 
whole range of activities led by our 
activities team.

Of course, our main priority is 
to keep everyone safe with the 
pandemic looking like it is far from 
over. I am delighted to report that 
all staff working at Whitgift House, 
Wilhelmina House and the Whitgift 
Almshouses have been double 
vaccinated.

We are proud we have achieved 
this and unlike other organisations 
have not been required to try and 
re-deploy staff or let them go in 
line with the new government 
direction for care home staff.

This has been a real team effort 
and I would like to make a 

particular mention to our dedicated 
GP, Dr Wilcock, who has been 
pivotal in ensuring staff take up the 
vaccines by listening to concerns, 
answering questions and even 
arranging a one-to-one meeting 
with them - all while remaining a 
very busy local GP.

We have now re-convened our 
Winter Planning Group which is 
led by our Infection Prevention & 
Control (IPC) specialist prioritising 
residents’ safety, particularly 
focusing on infection prevention 
and control measures, and advising 
me and the Foundation on latest 
government and Public Health 
England guidance, and more 
importantly, how to interpret it to 
meet the needs of our community.
I am delighted to announce we 
have just appointed a new Home 
Manager for Whitgift House, 
Iwona Zarzycka who joins us 
on 4th January 2022. Iwona 
met many staff and residents 
during the interview process 
who were won over by her 
enthusiasm, engagement, and 
warm personality. Iwona joins us 
with excellent experience in home 
care management. She is looking 
forward to meeting everyone 
when she joins the team. As we 
have just come through a change 
management programme to focus 
on providing a more operationally 
and financially efficient service, I 
believe Iwona will work well with 
Vessie and the team to build on 
the sense of family we have always 
enjoyed at Whitgift House.

Work has also begun on 
developing a strategy for  
Whitgift Care for the next 5 to 10 
years working with our staff, head  
office and Governors. Both  

these projects are vital to ensure 
that Whitgift Care continues to 
deliver outstanding care for older 
people to meet the demands of 
a changing health and social care 
environment and the expectation 
of the elderly who we care for. This 
provides an exciting opportunity 
to lead in the care we offer 
being more innovative, widening 
our portfolio and working in 
partnership with other providers 
to explore new areas such as 
dementia and domiciliary care. This 
work is endorsed and welcomed 
by our Governors of the Care 
Committee and Chair, Dr Anand 
Mehta, shares his thoughts on the 
future of Whitgift Care on page 10.

Finally, I am thrilled that we are 
continuing our fundraising efforts 
for the Smile Train for Whitgift 
Care’s charity of the year 2022. 
To date, a magnificent £1,200 has 
been raised and a cheque will 
be presented to a representative 
from the Smile Train in December 
following a whole host of activity 
including a coffee morning, raffle, 
sponsored slim and the sale of 
Christmas cards and piccalilli made 
by Whitgift House residents. 

I would like to take this opportunity 
to wish you and your families a 
joyful and peaceful Christmas. 

With very best wishes,

Dolores Pickersgill
Director of Care

Vesela, Angela and Mercy take part in 
a ‘sponsored slim’ to raise money for 
the Smile Train



News in Brief Whitgift Care’s oldest resident turns 107
A resident at Wilhelmina House has reached the grand age 
of 107. Annie Reader was joined by her family, friends and 
staff to celebrate the amazing milestone birthday complete 
with a large cake and balloons on Friday 23rd July. 

Annie does not know how she has managed to reach 107 
but says a glass of sherry a day has helped. Despite Annie’s 
remarkable age, she still likes to be active, joining in with 
exercise sessions and being wheeled around the home’s 
beautiful, landscaped grounds. Annie’s life has seen her go 
on many adventures to far flung countries visiting her son 
in all the places where he was a Diplomat such as Nepal, 
Swaziland, Egypt, and Cambodia to name a few. She has 
survived two world wars and two pandemics – the Spanish flu 
and Covid-19.

A dare devil at heart, Annie braved a microlight ride at the age of 89. 
Annie grew up in Barrow-in-Furness before marrying Stan, a merchant 
seaman, who swept her off her feet whilst ballroom dancing. The couple 
survived both wars with Stan being captured when his ship sunk in 
World War II and he remained a prisoner of war in Japan for three years. 
Annie recalls the family home being bombed and seeing her father being 
covered from head to toe in soot. Annie’s son David regularly visits her at 
Wilhelmina House.

Deborah Pearson, Home Manager, Wilhelmina House, said: “We are 
incredibly honoured to have been part of Annie’s milestone birthday 
celebrations. My team ensured that Annie was given a day to remember 
and the whole home sang ‘happy birthday’ to her. It was lovely to see her 
with a big smile on her face.”

Dawn Rule, Wellbeing and Leisure Co-ordinator at Wilhelmina House, said: 
“Annie is amazing for her age. She is a much loved resident at the home 
and we have thoroughly enjoyed celebrating her grand age of 107 with her 
family.” 

New manager 
appointed to 
Whitgift House
Whitgift House is pleased to have 
appointed a new Home Manager, 
Iwona Zarzycka. She joins us on 
4th January and brings with her 
significant experience in managing 
care homes. The Whitgift Care 
community is looking forward to 
warmly welcoming her.

…and a big thank 
you to Anne
We say a fond farewell to Anne 
George who has has been with 
us since Autumn 2019 supporting 
the workforce planning before 
becoming interim Home Manager 
at Whitgift House. We wish her 
well as she returns back to her 
hometown in Devon. She said: “I’ve 
enjoyed my time here at Whitgift 
House, spending time getting to 
know residents and relatives, as 
well as having the opportunity to 
value the team that have chosen 
to be part of the new way forward 
for the home and recruiting new 
staff who share in the same vision. 
It has been a pleasure to work with 
and support the team who are 
a friendly and caring bunch and 
whose focus is to try and support 
residents to live a life they choose. 
I would like to wish everyone at 
Whitgift House the very best for 
the future, particularly under the 
new Home Manager’s leadership.”

Thank you
Anne!



December services in  
Whitgift Care Chapels
Residents and staff are most welcome to services 
and groups in the chapels and to use the chapels for 
personal prayer and reflection. The chapels are open 
each day. 

At the Almshouses
Friday 17th December 2pm
Carol Singing in the Almshouses Quad, followed by 
mince pies
  
First and third Monday of each month at 2:30pm
Julian Prayer Group - This is an ecumenical group 
practising contemplative prayer, based on the writings 
of Julian of Norwich (1343 – c.1416). Meetings usually 
start with a reading, followed by a period of silence 
and conclude with a shorter reading and prayers. 

At Whitgift House
Sunday 12th December, 4pm 
Lighting the Candle of... hope, peace and joy.

Wednesday 15th December, 10.45am 
Eucharist for Advent

Sunday 19th December, 3pm
Carols and Readings for Christmas
For further information, please contact: Fr Andrew 
Bishop, Chaplain to the John Whitgift Foundation:  
a.bishop@croydonminster.org or Mtr Folake 
Makanjuola, assisting chaplain, picstandrewscroydon@
gmail.com or call 020 8688 8104

Angela completes another 
activities qualification 

Angela, Activities Organiser at Whitgift House, has 
been awarded her NVQ level 3 in Activity Provision 
in Social Care. Taking nearly a year to complete, the 
Level 3 qualification includes coursework focused 
on person-centred care such as a resident’s likes and 
dislikes, preferences on how they like to spend their 
day and personal care. Angela also learned topics such 
as budgeting, risk assessments, and dementia care. 
She found the course very thought provoking and it 
has led her to look more in depth at her role and make 
some improvements in the way she delivers activities. 
Despite having to juggle the coursework with home 
life and working, Angela feels it was absolutely 
worth it in the end. She says: “I am very proud of my 
qualification as it is equivalent of an A level. I am now 
learning Spanish!” 

Well done Angela!Angela
with her 

NVQ Level 3 
Qualification.



Whitgift Care feature: the start 
of 425 years of care
John Whitgift Foundation is proud of caring for older 
people for more than four centuries. Here we delve 
into the origins of Whitgift Care’s three care settings.

Whitgift Almshouses 
Archbishop John Whitgift’s legacy to care for the 
elderly and vulnerable in the Croydon community 
began when he obtained letters patent to build 
a hospital from Queen Elizabeth I, dated 22nd 
November 1595, during the 38th year of her reign. 
Known as the Hospital of the Holy Trinity, the word 
‘Trinity’ was most probably derived from the fact 
Whitgift once held a position of Master of Trinity 
College, Cambridge. The site was originally occupied 
by the Chequer Inn which was bought by Whitgift 
for £200. He employed the Vicar of Croydon, Rev. 
Samuel Finche, to make contracts, overlook workmen, 
and execute the plan. On February 14th 1596, the 
digging of the foundations began. On March 22nd, the 
foundations were laid, and two corner stones, one at 
the north, and one at the south. On 10 July 1599, the 
Chapel was consecrated by Richard Bancroft and the 
first residents were admitted in October of the same 
year. There were rules to reside at the Almshouses 
such as the number of residents not exceeding 40, 
there were not to be more women than men, residents 
were not to house their family members and residents 
were to receive stipends amounting to £5 a year. The 
poor brothers and sisters, as they were called, were 
to be either akin to the Founder or to have served his 
household, the honest poor men and women of the 
parishes of Croydon and Lambeth or from certain 
parishes in the sea of Canterbury – this admission 
policy still exists today.

Whitgift House 
The original idea of Whitgift House was proposed by 
the then Chairman in a report on 14th March 1967 to 
the Foundation’s Court of Governors foreseeing that 
the Almshouses may become difficult to fill in the 
mid-70s. The proposal was fully endorsed and a new 
charity scheme, The Whitgift Charities Act 1969, was 
set up and became law later that year. The following 
years saw extensive research undertaken, including a 
visit to Amsterdam, Stockholm and Gothenburg, to set 
up a new state-of-the art facility catering for the full 
spectrum of elderly care including independent units, 
residential care and nursing care unit. An architect, 
Sir Hugh Wilson, was appointed and proposed the 
works to take place within the grounds of Whitgift 
School incorporating Haling Cottage, as a listed 
building, into the new complex to house at least 60 
people. This was agreed by Governors in 1978, work 
commenced in 1982 and was completed in 1984 
with occupation commencing in early 1985. On 1st 
June 1988, Whitgift House was officially opened by 
Archbishop of Canterbury, Robert Runcie, after 21 
years of planning led by former Matron, Sue Turnbull. 
Sue writes: “The first year of the occupation of the 
sheltered accommodation of Whitgift House was, for 
many people, an exciting - indeed magical – time of 
adventure and delight, sharing ‘first’ experiences of a 
historic nature, making personal adjustments and new 
relationships and laying the foundation for the way of 
life for what we hoped to be centuries to come.”

The early years saw residents set up activities and 
social events, as well as important relationships with 
neighbouring Whitgift School. In September 1986, 
the first ever Flower Day in the Chapel was held with 
a silver cup donated for the winner and everyone, 
including staff, were encouraged to enter regardless 
of their floral arranging abilities. The summer of 1988 
saw the birth of the home’s croquet playing activities 
when the whole community began fundraising to 
purchase a set. Once bought, there was no holding 
back as Sue writes: “Residents quickly became experts 
at identifying and successfully negotiating every lump, 
bump and obstacle and on the crest of the wave of 
supreme confidence invited ‘teams’ for matches.” Over 
the years, whilst the accommodation and communal 
areas have been extended many of the original 
activities remain. 

Almshouses in 1907

Haling Cottage at Whitgift House



Wilhelmina House
In the centre of the City of London, next to the Bank 
of England stands the Dutch Church at Austin Friars. 
It has been there since 1550 although the building 
itself is new. At the beginning of the second world 
war Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands fled to 
London and the church became a focal point for the 
Dutch community in its resistance against German 
occupation. Partly in gratitude for the role that Britain 
played in the liberation of Europe and the Netherlands 
in particular, the Church decided to create a residential 
care home for both British and Dutch elderly citizens 
to be officially named in honour of the Dutch Queen.  
The reason that Croydon was chosen as the preferred 
site was largely due to the fact that several committee 
members lived in the area and it was then well 
known for its close links with Arnhem. Arnhem is 
commemorated in Croydon at the Fairfield Halls (a 
Gallery was named after Croydon’s twin town, but 
changed in 2019 to a Foyer) and Arnhem Drive in  
New Addington.

Wilhelmina House opened in 1984 as a result of the 
efforts of Ben and Bep van Steenwyck and Tony 
Bienfait but from the start attracted more British than 
Dutch residents. Most Dutch pensioners choosing to 
go back to their home country to retire. During the 
1990s it was proving difficult to manage the home 
after the original founding members either died or 
moved away. Once into the 21st century the problem 
of management succession became evermore 
apparent. Most committee members were well past 
retirement age and unpaid volunteers, both willing and 
able to take on the heavy responsibility of running a 
care home, were difficult to find. In 2007 the assets 
of the Dutch Home for the Elderly were transferred 
to the John Whitgift Foundation who promised to 
maintain and enhance the facilities and the result 
is here for you all to see. In 2015, extension works 
commenced at Wilhelmina House to increase the size 
of the conservatory, improve staff areas and create a 
larger kitchen area and four additional bedrooms. In 
2016, extension works were completed, the home was 
tastefully refurbished and the main lounge area was 
named the ‘Van Hoorn Suite’ after the former owner.

Wilhelmina House gardens

The Van Hoorn Suite

Queen Wilhelmina



Meet our staff: Our unsung heroes
Since March 2020, staff across Whitgift Care have come up against some of the most challenging times in 
their careers but their hard work and dedication has not gone unnoticed. When magazine, The Carer, launched 
an awards scheme to recognise some of the care home industry’s unsung heroes, and with the help of Home 
Managers, Whitgift Care nominated a few of its own staff who were presented with flowers and vouchers. We 
were delighted to find out that Vesela has been picked as a runner-up by The Carer and will receive £25 Marks 
and Spencer vouchers by the magazine. 

Overall winners
Sharon, Senior Care Assistant, Wilhelmina House 
Sharon has been a treasured member of staff for 13 
years and goes above and beyond to make the home’s 
residents her priority. She enjoys everything about 
her job, particularly going that extra mile to help both 
residents and colleagues as she reveals: “Everyone is 
like an extended family to me. It doesn’t feel like work.”

Despite the challenging issues during the Covid 
pandemic, Sharon worked tirelessly to abide by 
government guidance to keep residents safe despite 
battling her own health issues. Residents have shown 
their true appreciation for Sharon by also supporting 
her through these difficult times. Due to Sharon’s 
modest nature, she feels she is no different from other 
staff however recalls a few of the instances where she 
has helped others. When a resident became ill with 
Covid-19 and developed mobility issues, Sharon was 
determined to get back on her feet. She relentlessly 
took her for daily walks around the home’s garden 
enabling the lady to recover back to full health. 
On another occasion, with Sharon in charge of 
administering medication, she went out of her way 
after work to collect a resident’s prescription that had 
been delivered to the wrong pharmacy. 

Sharon is proud to work at Wilhelmina House and 
feels that the pandemic has created an even stronger 
close-knit community. Caring for residents comes 
naturally to her and she will always strive to care for 
residents as if they are her own parents – whatever the 
circumstances.

Vesela, Deputy Manager and Clinical Lead,  
Whitgift House
Vesela has worked at Whitgift House for seven years. 
With elderly parents in Bulgaria that she misses 
dearly, Vesela thinks of them whenever she works 
with our residents, expecting every one of them to be 
treated as if they are family. Her role is extensive and 
demanding but she has taken every opportunity to 
learn and develop her work to an exceptionally high 
standard, always putting our residents at the heart of 
everything she does and even coming in on her days 
off to ensure the smooth running of the home and the 
ongoing quality of their care.

Despite her extensive duties, Vesela always makes sure 
she spends plenty of time ‘on the floor’ with our staff 
and residents and is respected by everyone. She takes 
pride in her ability to be able to fill any staffing gap 
from carer to cleaner, with the words “I do as they do”. 
She doesn’t expect anyone to do anything that she 
wouldn’t do herself.

The last 18 months or so have been exceptionally 
challenging particularly with an extensive staffing 
restructure where much has changed and a number of 
our long-standing familiar faces have moved on. But 
Vesela is working hard with all of her colleagues to 
help build an even stronger sense of community where 
everyone looks out for each other and can tell when 
someone is having a good or a bad day “even just by 
the way that they are walking”.

Vesela

Sharon



Runners-up 
Ved, Associate Practitioner, Whitgift House
Ved has worked at Whitgift House for over 17 years 
and manages the care of residents and the supervision 
of staff on one floor of the home. Her positivity, 
leadership and team-building skills, alongside her 
dedication and interaction with our residents is second 
to none, but what is most striking is the length that she 
has gone to as a champion of infection prevention and 
control at such a critical time.  Acknowledging that 
the pandemic hit the home hard in the first phase of 
the pandemic when it was so unexpected, Ved went 
out of her way to follow the government guidance 
whilst also putting additional policies and procedures 
in place such as extensive hand washing procedures 
and the proper disposal of PPE. Ved also created an 
isolation unit for residents with covid and ensured that 
any staff working in the unit didn’t work in other parts 
of the home to minimise any potential spread of the 
infection. Ved feels inspired by John Whitgift’s legacy 
and takes pride in the ethos of the Foundation to 
serve, care and excel.

Tammy, Receptionist, Whitgift House 
Tammy is the smiling, welcoming face of Whitgift 
House. Everyone is greeted with a breezy hello as she 
opens the front door. Staff like stopping for a cheery 
chat, the residents love to engage her in conversation 
when she delivers their newspaper and both relatives 
and visitors know that as well as a warm welcome, 
Tammy will do anything she can to help them.

Throughout the pandemic the workload has increased 
significantly for front of house staff and Tammy, as well 
as her colleagues, have taken on the extended role 
of covid testing, temperature checks, documentation 
records and guiding visitors to the areas they need. 
At times, Tammy has felt vulnerable when handling 
test kits and felt a big responsibility in protecting 
residents, but she has always done this with a smile, 
even when on occasion visitors are less than happy 
to comply. Tammy was also quick to recognise the 
importance of interaction with residents’ friends and 
families, particularly when they were unable to visit 
and seeking reassurance that everything was well. She 
often popped in to see residents on their friends and 
families’ behalf, passing on updates. And, she always 
has a little secret stash of sweets so that when anyone 
is having a tough time there is a little treat to cheer 
them up.

Tammy

Ved



Governor in the Hot Seat

The Care Committee meets 
three times a year to make major 
decisions relating to the running 
of Whitgift Care. It is comprised of 
Governors drawn from a range of 
experience from the health sector 
to finance. In this edition we talk 
to Chair of the Care Committee, 
Dr Anand Mehta, who has worked 
in Croydon since 1994 as a 
Physician specialising in Geriatric 
Medicine with an interest in 
Parkinson’s disease, Dementia and 
Gastroenterology. 

When and why did you join the 
Care Committee?
I joined the Care Committee in 
2015. My daughter was at Trinity 
and my wife was one of the 
governors at the school. At a 
school function, I was approached 
by Martin Corney who was looking 
for a clinician to join the Care 
Committee. 

Through my work as a Consultant 
Physician in Croydon I was familiar 
with Whitgift Care and the high 
standards of care they provided. I 
welcomed the opportunity to get 
involved in the care of residents 
who are not in a hospital or 
medical setting.

What is your role as Chair of the 
Care Committee? 
As Chair, I am responsible for 
ensuring good governance, safety 
and quality of the services we 
provide. I see myself as a critical 
friend of the executive team  
who are charged with the day  
to day running of care by providing 
support, challenge and strategic 
direction of the organisation. I 
represent care at the Court of the 
John Whitgift Foundation. 

What do you think makes our 
care homes unique?
First and foremost is our 425-year 
history during which we have 
stayed committed to the goal set 
by our Founder, John Whitgift – 
caring for the old. Our care homes 
put the wellbeing and welfare our 
resident first and these values are 
lived by everyone who works at 
Whitgift Care and recognised by all 
those who experience it.

What challenges do you think 
lie ahead for the care sector?
People are living longer and there 
is a policy shift in supporting 
people in their own homes as long 
as possible. Thus when people 
need care in a residential setting 
they are frailer, more dependent 
and closer to end of life. This puts 
pressure maintaining occupancy in 
our sheltered and residential care 
settings. Furthermore, as we get 
older there is greater prevalence 
of people living with dementia. 
Our care homes currently are 
not appropriate for people with 
advanced dementia. 

What do you think is the biggest 
impact the pandemic has had 
on elderly care?
At the start of the pandemic there 
was confusion due to differing 
advice about protecting residents 
and staff from the virus. Testing 
and personal protective equipment 
(PPE) were not widely available. 
Stories in the media about excess 
deaths in care homes kept 
potential residents away from 

care homes. During lockdown, 
in their own homes older people 
became isolated, which resulted 
in deterioration in physical, mental 
and social skills and in care homes 
with restricted visiting they were 
kept away from their loved ones. 
Due to the lockdown, fear of 
catching the virus people avoided 
seeking medical care for other life-
threatening conditions with poor 
consequences.

What opportunities are there 
for Whitgift Care and where 
do you see the Foundation in 
ten years’ time in terms of its 
charitable objectives for caring 
for the elderly?
Whitgift Care is committed to 
provide care for the elderly as it 
has done for 425 years, however 
in order to meet the social and 
financial challenges of the next 
decade we will have to respond 
through a strategy that will deliver 
the care that our clients need and 
want. Whilst providing care comes 
at a high cost to the Foundation, 
I would like to see our charitable 
objectives delivered in a financially 
efficient way, without compromise 
to an outstanding quality of care.

What or who has inspired you 
the most in your career to date?
Most medical conditions cannot be 
cured, and patients must live with 
them. Learning how to manage 
them better can be rewarding and 
fulfilling. I am most inspired by my 
patients who live their daily lives 
with chronic conditions and face 
each day with a smile.

Have your experiences as a 
Physician impacted upon your 
outlook on life? 
My mantra for both my patients 
and I is adding life to years not just 
years to life.

Dr Anand Mehta



Events Gallery

Good times at Wilhelmina House summer garden party

Celebrating St Andrew’s Day at  
Whitgift House

Brenda and Aina enjoying Whitgift School’s 
Autumn Concert at Fairfield Halls

Wilhelmina House Halloween dress-up Making piccalilli at Whitgift House for  
Smile Train fundraising

Liuba creating a beautiful poppy display in 
the Whitgift House Chapel

Whitgift House celebrates Dwali

Wilhelmina House residents visit Whitgift House for a tea party 

Joy with her raspberry and cranberry 
cosmopolitan at Whitgift House’s cocktail 
making sessionOktoberfest at Whitgift House



Facebook & Twitter
Don’t forget to find us on our social 
media channels. We regularly post 
the latest news and activities from
Whitgift Care on our feeds. We love 
to hear from you too when you like 
or comment on our posts. Make 
sure you LIKE our Facebook page 
so you don’t miss a post.

Puzzles and Poems
Thank you to Margaret Dickens at Wilhelmina House  
for this edition’s poem.

Can Spring be far behind?

Sweet south-west wind, gently stirring winter leaves;
Snowdrops swing on fragile, arching stems 
and on my up-turned face.
How can this be? It is but February – it surely cannot last!

But – question not! For this one day is Nature’s gift
to ease our winter’s lot.

So much to see, to hear, in this our Eden place;
The robin pipes his tune, harsh magpies croak,
A blackbird trills – and oh, such tiny thing – 
A wren. How can so small a throat contain such 
music and with such sweetness sing!
Watch dipping flight of blue-tit, sparrow and gold crest;
Squirrels sport and foxes bark;
All build their homes at nature’s Spring behest.

Our garden carries Wilhelmina’s name; 
Has thus been so for many, many, years.
She and her children came when Nazi hordes
o’erwhelmed their native land..
Our King and Queen gave them a home with safety, peace and hope,
Oh, how dark those cruel days of World War II were then!

How could she ever know our garden would, 
one day, her royal name possess?
Yet, her ancestor, William, shared our English throne
With Stuart, Mary Queen, no less!

With fortitude and courage we can now thankfully say:
Brave Queen, who bore the loss of her dear land,
With joy, did once again, return.

Pray that we, too, shall share such steadfast hope;
For these dark Covid days are our own testing times.
Endurance and brave humour will support,
Yet without hope we shall not them survive.

So let us hold to strengths we now possess;
Our firm belief that good times will return – 
Indeed, may soon be here.
But, if not, then never, once, despair!

We must endure this Covid time with all
Its sorrows, loss and tears;
With courage learn from earlier times and wartime fears!
With profit learn from Wilhelmina Queen;
With hope and love for our own nation dear.
For NHS, for vaccine-saving lives; all these and many more.

That day will surely come, we shall rejoice,
Resolved to build a fairer, greener land than ever known before.
For winter’s cold and Covid fear shall one day disappear;
For, surely, that sweet, longed for, prayed for Spring
Cannot be far behind!

Christmas Sudoku

Fill in the grid with the letters X, 
M, A and S, making sure no letter 
is repeated in every row, every 
column and within each mini grid.

Fact

Queen Wilhelmina of the 
Netherlands reigned for 

nearly 58 years, 
longer than 

any other Dutch 
monarch.

Join our caring community
020 8256 1596
enquiries@whitgiftcare.co.uk

 /WhitgiftCare
 @1596Whitgift

whitgiftcare.co.uk

community 
at heart


